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Abstract 
We investigate the feasibility of recovering a compactly supported potential from the S-matrix. For general potentials 
this is known to be insufficient, information on the bound states being essential. We prove uniqueness results and derive 
reconstruction algorithms for potential recovery, using several different combinations of S-matrix data. The basic device 
is the transformation of the scattering data into boundary conditions for a related hyperbolic boundary value problem. 
Some generalizations to the case of step-like potentials are proved. 
Keywords: Inverse problems; Scattering theory 
1. Introduction 
We consider the quantum mechanical inverse scattering problem in one space dimension, 
namely the problem of recovering a potential V(x) from scattering data. There are well-known 
results on this type of problem, which typically state that the so-called S-matrix, together with 
bound state information, determines the potential uniquely. Our particular interest will be to 
examine under what conditions the S-matrix alone is sufficient information for unique recovery of 
I/, even when bound states are present. One motivation for this study is that there are situations of 
applied interest in which the S-matrix entries are much more amenable to direct measurement than 
bound state data. Also of interest is the issue of effective numerical reconstructions. 
We first summarize some of the main ideas of the classical methods for recovering the potential 
from scattering data. Let I/ = V(x) be a bounded real valued potential on Iw with reasonable decay 
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at f co. There exist solutions tj + , I,_ of the time independent Schrodinger equation 
$” + (k2 - V(x))$ = 0, - CC < x < co, 
with the asymptotic behavior 
$_ - eikx + R_ (k)eCikx, x + - co, 
- T(k)eik”, x + + co, 
$+ - T(k)eCik”, x-+ - 00, 
-e -ikx + R+(k)eik", x --f + co. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
The functions R_ , R, and T are, respectively, the reflection and the transmission coefficients; the 
matrix 
s = S(k) = T(k) R+(k) 
R-(k) T(k) > 
(1.3) 
is called the S-matrix for the potential I/. 
Next, if K > 0 is such that there exists f~ L2 ([w) satisfying 
f”+(-K2 - V(x))f= 0, -c0<<<<, (1.4) 
then we say thatfis a bound state of I/, and E = - x2 is the corresponding bound state energy. 
Also associated to a bound state are the norming constants p * defined as 
/)+= * 
[.I 
_Jk H2dx 1 -l, (1.5) 
wheref, ,f_ are solutions of (1.4) satisfying the normalizations 
f+(x)memKX, x+ fco, _L(x)weKX, x--+ -co. (1.6) 
There are at most a finite number { Kj}J= 1 of such K’S and these may also be identified as poles of the 
transmission coefficient T(k). 
If, for example, V(x) > 0 then there are no bound states, while if V(x) < 0, V(x) $0, then there 
is at least one bound state. 
The inverse scattering problem consists in recovering the potential V from the scattering data, 
namely the S-matrix S(k) for k E R and the bound state data {Kj)j”= 1, {pj’ }j’= 1. There is consider- 
able redundancy in this data-it is sufficient to have available one of the two reflection coefficients 
R + or R _ , the bound state energies and the corresponding norming constants of or pi, that is, 
either (R+, {Kj}J=l, {pj’}S=1} or {R-, {Kj}s=1, {pjT}J’=l}. 
The classical reconstruction procedure is the following (e.g., [4, 6, 71): 
(1) Set 
M+ (xl = & s n R, (k)e+ik” dk + 5 pfe-‘jx -CC j=l (1.7) 
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M_(x)=& m s R_ (k)ePik”dk + i p,re+KjX. -a: j=l 
(2) Solve the Gel’fand-LevitanMarchenko integral equation 
s 
n: 
K+(x,y)+M+(x+y)+ K+(x, z)M+(z + y)dz = 0, y > x, 
x 
or 
c 
x 
K-(x,y) + M-(x +y) + K_(x,z)M_(x+z)dz=O, x>y, 
-CC 
for the functions K, or K- for each x, y. 
(3) Recover the potential V(x) from 
V(x) = -2$+(x,x) 
or 
V(X) =2&(x,x). 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
In particular, if there are no bound states, the potential is determined by either reflection coefficient. 
The main purpose of this article is to study the following question: 
Is it possible, under some conditions, to reconstruct the potential V(x) using 
the S-matrix only, without knowledge of the bound states? 
For general potentials, no such result is possible. For example, the “transparent potentials” (see 
c2, 41) 
~A,xo(X) = - 2A sech’(A (x - x0)) (1.13) 
(corresponding to a single bound state K = A, with p * = 2A e ’ 2Axo) all have 
(k + Ai)/(k - Ai) 0 
S(k) = 
. 0 (k + Ai)/(k - Ai) > 
(1.14) 
Thus, either reflection coefficient cannot distinguish such potentials from each other or from 
V(x) = 0, and even the whole S-matrix is not affected by any change of the norming constant. 
On the other hand, one can do some formal calculations that indicate such a determination may 
be possible, and even stable, under more restrictive hypotheses on the potential. If we combine 
formulas 14, (XVII.1.43), (XVII.1.11) and (XVII.1.24)], we obtain the identity 
2ikR+(k) m s -zzz T(k) -3c x eikCxPy)K- (x, y)dy dx, - cc (1.15) 
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where K_ is the solution of (1.10). The right-hand side, after some simple manipulations, is the 
same as 
cc 
V (x)e- 2ikx dx + 2 e-2ik”V(~)K-(s,2~ -s)dsdx. 
J-w J-m Jx 
Thus if we define 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
there follows 
s cc p(t) = $V($t) + V(z)K- (s, t - s) ds. (1.18) 112 
The same result is derived, in a slightly different notation, in the discussion preceding the proof of 
[6, Theorem 2, p. 1591, where it is observed that the integral on the right may diverge, so that (1.18) 
is not universally valid. If (1.18) were legitimate then one could attempt to solve for V 
by solving this functional integral equation, with p known from the S-matrix only. Since 
K(x, y; 0) = 0, the second term is formally second order in V, hence we might expect unique 
determination of V, at least for sufficiently small potentials. That is to say, the Born approximation 
predicts that small potentials are uniquely determined by R + (k)/T (k). The Bargmann potentials 
V mentioned above thus show that the Born approximation may fail, namely by letting A + 0 
o&%rds nonzero potentials with arbitrarily small norm in LP(R), p > 1, for which R+(k)/ 
T(k) = 0. Note that if we measure size of potential in the L1 norm, then the norm of VA,.. is 
independent of A and x0, leaving open the possibility that the Born approximation is still valid for 
potentials which are small in the L’ (or more likely weighted L’) sense. 
In any case we are led in a somewhat natural way to consider the possibility of recovering V(x) 
from the knowledge of R+ (k)/T (k) f or real k. The problem of finding an algorithm to carry out 
such a reconstruction was raised, for example, in [13]. 
If there are no bound states then uniqueness holds. Indeed from the conservation relationship 
IR+(k)12 + IT (k)12 = 1 we see that R+(k)/T(k) determines IT(k and then T(k) itself may be 
found from the Hilbert transform relation, see [4, Eq. (XVII.1.63)]. Thus R+ (k), and subsequently 
V(x), are uniquely determined. 
In order to eliminate examples such as VA,Xo we will consider more restrictive classes of 
potentials. Suppose, to begin with, that V is supported in a half-line, e.g., V(x) G 0 for x < a. In this 
case it has been shown in [l] that the potential is uniquely determined by either pair of functions 
{R, (k)/T (k)} or {R_ (k)/T (k)} for k E Ft. However, the proof relies on several analytic continua- 
tion steps (the bound state energies may be found, for example, by locating the zeros of l/T(k) in 
the upper half-plane), and so we do not regard this as providing an answer to the problem of how to 
reconstruct the potential. 
To proceed further, we consider finite range potentials, say V(x) F 0 for x < 0 and x > 1. Let US 
define 
J$ = {VcLm([W): V(x) E 0 for x < 0 or x > l}. (1.19) 
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Later in the paper we will also consider the more general case that I/ is constant outside of the 
interval [0, 11, which is actually the situation of most interest to us. 
In the next section we will prove “constructive” uniqueness theorems, for the determination of 
I/ using two kinds of data. In the first case we assume knowledge of either pair of functions 
{R+, T} or {R-, T), and in the second case we assume only that the ratio R, /T or R-/T is 
available. In the first case uniqueness holds without further restriction, but in the second case 
a smallness condition must be imposed. 
In Section 3 we develop specific computational methods and present examples of reconstruction 
of potentials, based on the analysis of Section 2. It is our contention that these numerical 
techniques may have significant advantages in comparison with the usual Gel’fand-Levi- 
tan-Marchenko procedure, even when the bound state data is available. Finally, in Section 4 we 
generalize these results, to a certain extent, to the case that I/ is constant (not necessarily zero) 
outside of a bounded interval. 
2. Uniqueness results 
The main analytical results of this paper are contained in the next three theorems. In what 
follows we denote by {kj)$ 1 any sequence 
O<k,<ki < ..., lim(kj-jX)=O. (2.1) 
j-CC 
Theorem 2.1. Let VI, V2 E S? haue the same scattering dutu {R + (kj), T (kj)}jZ 1. Then VI (x) F V.T (X)- 
Theorem 2.2. Let V E G? and suppose R+ (kj) = Ofor j = 0, 1, . . . Then V(x) = 0. 
Theorem 2.3. There exists a constant 9? > 0 such that if VI, V2 E .d have the same scattering data 
(R+ (kj)lT(kj))j”=o? und II VI //Lz(o, I), II V2 /I L2 co, lJ < %T, then VI = V2. In general, V is not uniquely 
determined by R + (k)/T (k). 
The proofs of these theorems, as well as the subsequent numerical methods, are all based on 
a transformation to an equivalent “time-domain” problem, and as such are very similar to that 
used to reconstruct a potential from spectral data in [14]. In particular, the proofs of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.3 are constructive in the sense that they lead directly to an iterative solution method for 
computation of V(x) from the scattering data. 
In Theorem 2.3, the value k0 = 0 may be allowed, if we replace R + (0)/T (0), which may be 
infinity, by lim,,, k R+ (k)/T (k). Th’ is will be clear from the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
We introduce some notation and ideas that will be useful in our proofs of the above results. 
Define the domain D by D = {(x, t): 0 < x < 1, - x < t < x}. Let y, (x, k), y2(x, k) be the solutions 
of the initial value problem 
y”+(P-V(x))y=O, O<x<l, 
Yl(O, k) = 1, Y; (O,N = 0, (2.2) 
Y2(0, k) = 0, yi(O, k) = 1. 
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From [S] or [l l] we have the following integral representations for yl , y, : 
s 
X 
y, (x, k) = cos kx + L (x, t) cos kt dt, 
0 
(2.3) 
y2(x,k)=y+ XM(x,t)- 
s 
sin kt 
0 
k dt, 
Furthermore, the kernels L and M are solutions of Goursat problems for a hyperbolic partial 
differential equation, namely 
L,, - L,, + V(x)L = 0, (x, t)ED, (2.4) 
L(x, ix)=; 
s 
X 
V(s)ds, 0 < x < 1, (2.5) 
0 
and 
M,, - M,, + V(x)M = 0, (x, t)ED, (2.6) 
M(x, kx)= &; 
s 
X 
l’(s)ds, 0 < x < 1. (2.7) 
0 
Since I/ E & we must have 
I)+ (x, k) = T(k)e-“‘“, x < 0, 
(2.8) 
ti+ (x, k) = cl (k)yl (x, k) + c,(k)yz(x, k), 0 < x d 1, 
$+(x, k) = epikx + R, (k)eikx, x > 1, 
for constants cl and c2 that are determined by the fact that $+ and its first derivative are 
continuous functions of x. If we match solutions $+ at x = 0 we obtain c,(k) = T(k), 
c2 (k) = - ik T (k). Using this information at x = 1 gives 
T(k)(y,(l, k) - iky,(l, k)) = eeik + R+(k)eik, (2.9) 
T (k)(y;(l, k) - ikyi(1, k)) = ik( - eeik + R+ (k)eik). (2.10) 
Next, throughout this paper we shall frequently have need to solve trigonometric moment 
problems of the form 
s 
1 
F(t)coskjtdt=a(kj), j=O,l, *.*) 
0 
(2.11) 
s 
1 
G(t)sin kjtdt = b(kj), j = 1, 2, . . . , 
0 
for functions P(t) and G(t). The following lemma follows directly from results in [ 111. 
Lemma 2.4. Under the stated condition (2.1) on the sequence {kj}j”,o there is at most one solution in 
L2 (0, 1) to Eq. (2.11). 
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If we set kj = j7c then we see that the quantities F(t) and G(t) are immediately determined by the 
Fourier inversion formulae: 
F(t) = a(0) + 2 E a( jx)cosjxt, 
j=l 
(2.12) 
G(t) = 2 5 b(jx)sinjEt. 
j=l 
Using theorems from [ll], it is possible to show that Lemma 2.4 continues to hold under 
somewhat more general conditions on the sequence {kj}, e.g., lim supj+, 1 kj - j,l d $7~. HOW- 
ever, if V(x) = - d for 0 < x < 1, where d is a positive constant, then R+ (kj) = 0 for 
kj = J(( j + 1)~)’ - d, j = 0, 1, . . . , i.e., for a sequence satisfying limjeoo (kj - (j + 1)7~) = 0. 
Thus in Theorem 2.2 the condition (2.1) on the sequence {kj} cannot be weakened too much. 
Proposition 2.5. Let V E .,zf have scattering data {R + (k), T (k)). Then there exists w = w(x, t) 
satisfying 
w,, - w,, + V(x)w = 0, (x, t)ED, 
w(x,x) =; 
s 
X 
V (s) ds, O<x<l, 
0 
w(1, t) =,f1(t), - 1 < t < 1, 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
w,(l, t) =fz(t), - 1 < t < 1, 
where fi, fi are even functions on [ - 1, l] satisfying for k E 1w 
(2.16) 
s 1 fl(t)sin kt dt = - Im e-ik +TTTl)(k)eik - sink, 0 > 
s 
1 
f2 (t) sin kt dt = - Re 
k( - epik + R+ (k)eik) 
T(k) > 
- kcosk - ~(1, 1)sink. 
0 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
Proof. Set w(x, t) = M(x, t),fi(t) = M(1, t),f2(t) = M,(l, t), so that (2.13)-(2.16) hold. Dividing 
(2.9) by T(k), matching imaginary parts, and substituting the representation (2.3) for y2 (1, k) yields 
(2.17). Finally do the same for (2.10), substituting the representation for y;(l, k) obtained by 
differentiation of the first equation in (2.3), to obtain (2.18). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we claim that the functions fi,f2 in (2.15) and (2.16) are uniquely 
determined by the scattering data. Indeed, applying Lemma 2.4 to (2.17) we see thatfi is uniquely 
determined on [O, 11, and hence on [ - 1, l] since it is even. For V g&,fi (t) = ~(1, t) is continu- 
ous, so in particular the value fi (1) = w (1, 1) and subsequently f2 (t) are uniquely determined on 
[ - 1, l] by the scattering data, as another application of Lemma 2.4. 
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For a given potential V(x) we let w(x, t; V) denote the solution of (2.13) with the Cauchy data 
(2.15) and (2.16). A standard argument shows that there is a unique solution of this Cauchy problem 
in the region D. Define a mapping Y [ V] by 
Y[V] =2&w(x,r;V). 
A potential I/ E & has scattering data {R + (kj), T(kj)}jZ 1 if and only if I/ is a fixed point of Y. The 
mapping r is analyzed in [14], and in particular Theorem 2.1 of this paper implies that there is 
exactly one fixed point V E ~2. 0 
For the proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 the following analogue of Proposition 2.5 will be used. 
Proposition 2.6. Let V E SZ? have scattering data R + (k)/T (k). Then there exists u = u(x, t) satisfying 
utt - uxx + V(x)u = 0, (x, t)ED, 
s 
X 
u(x, x) = V(s)ds, 0 < x < 1, 
0 
u(x, -x)=0, O<x<l, 
u,(l, t) + u,(l, t) = g(t), - 1 < t < 1, 
where for any kE [w, the function g satisfies 
s 1 s@k R+(k) -ikt& = 4ikeik -1 T(k) ’ 
Remark 2.7. Since g is real valued, Eq. (2.23) may be conveniently replaced by 
s 
1 
gl(t)cos ktdt = a(k), 
0 s 
’ gz(t)sin ktdt = -/3(k), 
0 
where 
R+(k) a(k) + iP(k) = 2ikeik - 
T (k) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
and g(t) = g1 (t) + g2 (t) with gl, g2, respectively, even and odd on [0, 11. In particular, if we choose 
kj = jn then from (2.12) g(r) is explicitly determined as a Fourier series. 
Remark 2.8. One sees easily that g(t) = 2p(l + t), where p is the function defined in (1.17). 
Furthermore from D’Alembert’s formula we obtain 
V(s)ds +; J’(Y)u(Y, s) dyds, (2.25) 
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where D(x, t) is the characteristic rectangle with vertices at (0, 0), (+(x + t), 4(x + t)), (4(x - t), 
$(t - x)), (x, t). Differentiating both sides of (2.25) with respect to x and t, setting x = 1 and 
changing variables t -+2x - 1, there follows 
f 
1 
g(2x - 1) = V(x) + V(s)u(s, 2x - s) ds. (2.26) 
X 
Thus we recover (1.18) with u(x, t) = 2K_ (x, t). 
It has been shown in [13, Theorem 1) and also in [6, Theorem 2, p.1591, that the function p has 
support in the interval [0,2], so g has support in [ - 1, 11. Thus (2.23) states that 4ikeik R, (k)/T (k) 
is the Fourier transform of g. One might compare this to the more well-known interpretation of the 
Fourier transform of R + . 
Eq. (2.26) has the appearence of a second kind Volterra integral equation for the unknown 
potential I/. However, the kernel u has a functional dependence on I’, involving the values of I/ on 
the whole interval [0, 11. The difference of two potentials corresponding to the same g will satisfy 
a linear second kind integral equation of Fredholm type, which may have a nontrivial null space, as 
follows from the nonuniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.3. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6. Multiplying (2.9) by ik, dividing (2.9), (2.10) by T (k) and adding gives 
2ikeik R’ ck) 
T(k) 
= Y; (1, k) + k’yz(l, k) + ik(y, (1, k) - &(I, k)). (2.27) 
Next we equate real and imaginary parts of (2.27) and substitute the representations (2.3) for y, and 
y,. The real part gives 
s 1 a(k) = - k sink + L(1, 1)cos k + L,(l, t)cos ktdt 0 
1 
+ k sin k + k 
s 
M(1, t)sinktdt. 
0 
Cancelling terms and integrating by parts in the second integral we find 
(2.28) 
s 1 a(k) = L(1, 1)cosk + L,(l, t)cosktdt 0 
1 
+ M(l, 0) - M(l, 1)cosk + 
s 
M,(l, t)cos ktdt 
0 
= 
s 
’ (L,(l, t) + M,(l, t)cos kt dt (2.29) 
since M(l, I)‘= L(1, 1) = +JA v(s)d s on account of (2.5) (2.7), and M (1,0) = 0 due to the antisym- 
metry of M with respect to t. Similarly, the imaginary part yields the identity 
/3(k) = - (M,(l, t) + L,(l, t))sinktdt. (2.30) 
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Noting that Mt, L, are even in t while M,, L, are odd in t, we see that (2.19)-(2.22) hold with 
u(x, t) = M(x, t) + L(x, t). cl 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Under the stated condition (2.1) on the sequence {kj}$o there is at most one 
real valued function g satisfying (2.23). In particular, if R, (kj) = 0 for j = 0, 1, . . . then by 
Proposition 2.5 there exists u = u(x, t) satisfying 
%, - %CX + V(x)24 = 0, (x, t)ED, (2.3 1) 
u (x, - x) = 0, 0 < x < 1, (2.32) 
u,(l, t) + u,(l, t) = 0, - 1 < t < 1, (2.33) 
and 
u(x, x) = 
s 
X 
V(s) ds. (2.34) 
0 
Thus we will be done if we show that (2.31)-(2.33) implies that u E 0 in D. This is a fairly standard 
argument, but we sketch it for completeness. The key point is that the boundary condition (2.33) 
corresponds to a characteristic which is outgoing at the boundary. 
Let 
E(t) = f j-’ (z&x, t) + z&x, t)) dx. 
Ifl 
(2.35) 
By a straightforward computation using (2.31)-(2.33) we find that 
s 
1 
E’(t) = - V(x)u,(x, t)u(x, t) dx - z&l, t) + h(t), 
IfI 
where 
’ -i(&x,x,) if t > 0, 
“(7 ( 
d 2 
4 --u(x - 
dx ’ x) 
E 0 if t < 0. 
Thus 
s 
1 
E’(t) < - v (x)u, (x, t) u (x, t) dx, -1<t<1. 
ItI 
Integrating in t from - 1 to t, and using (2.32) we get 
f 1 r 
E(t) < - 
s ss 
V (x) u,(x, z) u, (x, s) ds dx dz 
-1 ITI --x 
and so by the Schwarz inequality 
E(t) G II v IIL”’ 
(2.36) 
(2.37) 
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From (2.37) we can easily show that 
s 
f 
E(t) G 2 II v IIL’ E(z)dr (2.38) 
-1 
and so E(t) = 0 by Gronwall’s inequality. Thus u must be a constant, and so u = 0 by (2.32) 
again. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. For a given V E LZ!, let u = U(X, t; V) denote the solution of (2.19)-(2.21) and 
define the nonlinear functional F by 
F(V)(t) = U,(l, t; V) + U,(l, t; V). (2.39) 
Note that the potential I/ may be regarded as a solution of the equation F(T/) = g. According to 
results in [9], F:L'(O, 1) + L2( - 1, 1) and is Frechet continuously differentiable. 
Next we compute the derivative DF(0). Since F(0) = 0, it follows that 
DF(0)6 V(t) = U,(l, t) + U,(l, t), (2.40) 
where 
u,, - UX, = 0, (x, r) E D, 
s 
X 
U(x, x) = 6V’(s)ds, 0 <x < 1, 
0 
U(x, -x)=0, O<x<l. 
This gives 
(2.41) 
s 
(x + t)/2 
U(x, t) = 6 I’(s)ds (2.42) 
0 
and so 
DF(O)i?V((t) = 6 I+(1 + t). (2.43) 
Thus IIF(O is a bounded linear operator from L2 ( - 1,1) onto L2(0, 1). The inverse func- 
tion theorem now implies that F is one-to-one on a neighborhood of zero, (I/ E L2(0, 1): 
II VII L2co, ,) d %‘} which implies the stated uniqueness property. 
The nonuniqueness assertion is a fairly direct consequence of [6, Theorem 3, p.1721. Indeed it 
follows from this theorem that if V E d has at least two bound states 0 < ICY < x1, with all other 
bound states satisfying K < K 2, then there is a potential V * of the form 
v*(x)= “(x)-2-$log/,,(x)~2+(x) (2.44) 
having the same 
normalized byfi + 
P(x) = V(x) 
scattering data R + (k)/T (k). Here f i+ is the solution of (1.4) with K = ICY 
_ e-K,x as x + co, andf 2 + is the solution of (1.4) with K = ICY and V replaced by 
d2 
- 2 - log fi + (x) dx2 
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satisfyingf, + - ePKzX as x + co. The theorem in [6] asserts that ~~ is a bound state for P, hence 
fi + ,f2 + are bound state wave functions, and so belong to L2(rW). In particular, we must have 
fi + = eeKIX for x > 1 and equal to Ce”‘” for x < 0, from which it follows that P has support in 
[0, 11. Repeating the argument with ICY replaced by ICY we find that I/* also is supported in 
CO, 11. 0 
3. Numerical results 
We now discuss some practical procedures for numerical computation of the potential. The basic 
idea is as follows. The given scattering data {R + (kj), T (kj)> j”, 1 or {R + (kj)/T (kj)},~= 0 may be 
used to determine boundary conditions for the solutions of a wave equation, namely the pair of 
functionsfi (t),f2(t) from (2.15) and (2.16) in the first case, or g(t) from (2.22) in the second. Either 
way, we have then an overdetermined boundary value problem for the wave equation (2.13) or 
(2.19). That is to say, if the potential I/ were known, then either of the sets of conditions (2.13)-(2.16) 
or (2.19)-(2.22) is more than what is needed to uniquely determine the wavefields w and U. 
However, based on the uniqueness theorems of Section 2, we may expect that there is only one 
potential I/ consistent with this overdetermination. In particular the inverse scattering problem, 
with either set of data, may be regarded as that of finding a pair of functions, potential and 
wavefield, satisfying these equations. We will refer to these two problems as OCP and OGP for 
overdetermined Cauchy problem and overdetermined Goursat problem, respectively 
OCP. Determine a pair offunctions {V(x), w (x, t)} such that (2.13)-(2.16) hold. 
OGP. Determine a pair offunctions {V(x), u(x, t)} such that (2.19)-(2.22) hold. 
We emphasize that these two problems are equivalent to the inverse scattering problem 
considered in Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, respectively. The term Cauchy problem is used in the first case, 
since two pieces of Cauchy data, w and w,, are known on x = 1, while in OGP, one of the Cauchy 
conditions has been replaced by the characteristic (or Goursat type) boundary condition (2.21). 
This difference is crucial, indeed Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 imply that the solution of OCP is unique, 
while in the case of OGP we can only say that the solution is unique under a smallness restriction. 
Let us now discuss the numerical solution of these problems in more detail, beginning with OCP. 
It is first of all necessary to obtain the two data functions fi (t),f2 (t) from the given scattering data, 
using Eqs. (2.17) and (2.18). If we can use kj = j7c then as noted earlier these functions are expressed 
directly as Fourier sine series, with coefficients given directly by the scattering data. If some other 
choice of sequence {kj} is required, we may substitute an expansion fi (t) = 1,: 1 al sin Err t into 
(2.17) and similarly for f2 in (2.18). The resulting infinite-dimensional linear system for the 
coefficients { uI} is guaranteed nonsingular, and in fact is very well-conditioned if kj is “close” tojx. 
We obtain a finite-dimensional approximation by assuming that ai = 0 for 1 > N, where N is the 
number of scattering data available. We remark that fi (0) = f2 (0) = 0 so a sine series converges 
well near t = 0, but there may be a consistency problem at t = 1, since any partial sum of the sine 
series will be zero at t = 1 even iffi ,f2 are not. Thus a different Fourier basis (or even a non- 
trigonometric basis) may be preferable in some circumstances. We found an approach to this 
difficulty that provided reasonable success; to expandfi (t) asfi (t) = a0 t + C~zpl’ al sin lnt , with 
a similar expansion for f2. If, for example, the data is available for kj = jq j = 1, . . . , N, we get 
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explicitly the approximation 
fi (1) = tS’ v(S) ds M U. = ( - l)N-l NnbN, 
0 
where bN denotes the right-hand side of (2.17) for k = NK The estimate forf, (1) obtained in this 
way is a direct consequence of the approximation UN M 0, and so its accuracy is dependent on how 
fast the Fourier coefficients offi decay, which in turn depends on the smoothness of the potential 
V(x). As we will see later, the success of this particular step may play a critical part in the final 
reconstruction. We remark that an explicit estimate of the average value of V also plays a key role 
in the reconstruction of potentials from spectral data (e.g., [14]). For small, smooth potentials there 
is little problem but for potentials with large magnitude or discontinuities we may make a very 
poor estimation of the linear term. There are more sophisticated methods, but we found that the 
above gave as good a result as anything we tried. See [14] for more discussion of such matters. 
Recall now that the solution of OCP is the unique fixed point of the mapping Y defined in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. Once the data functions fi ,f2 have been found, we can try to obtain 
a sequence {VU} converging to V by fixed point iteration, 
V n+l = r(vn) = 2; w(x, x; vn) (3.1) 
(w (x, t; V) defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1) with, say V’(x) = 0. Aside from a small technical 
difference, the convergence of this sequence to the exact potential is proved in [14, Theorem 21. 
Each iteration requires one solution of the Cauchy problem (2.13), (2.15) and (2.16), which may be 
done in a straightforward way by finite difference approximation, see again [14] for more details. 
Fig. 1 shows a reconstruction using this algorithm. The potential has two bound states with 
energies of - 0.068 and - 16.943. Some features should be noticed. The potential is smooth and 
N=lO N=25 
Fig. 1. These figures how the actual potential V(x) (dashed curve) and the reconstruction from R, (kj) and T (kj). The 
data was measured at the frequency values kj = jz for 0 <j < N. The potential has two bound states. 
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one would expect that a good approximation could be obtained with a relatively small number of 
Fourier modes and, therefore, the functions fi, fi should likewise be well approximated by few 
modes. The two reconstructions shown differ only in detail. The one using N = 25 data values is of 
course smoother than the one using only 10 values, but the greatest difference is due to the better 
estimates offi (l),f,(l) in the case with more data (a greater than 4% error in these quantities for 
N = 10 as against 1% error for N = 25). The error in these terms is more than 200% when N = 5 
and the resulting reconstruction bears little resemblance to the actual potential. If N 2 15 and the 
true values offi (l),& (1) are used (these are $jb V(s) ds for the case offi and 4 lim,,, V(x) -f;(l) 
forf2) then the reconstruction would, at the scale of the figure, be indistinguishable from the actual 
potential. The number of iterations of (3.1) required depends strongly on the magnitude of the 
potential. For the case of the potential shown in Fig. 1, 15 iterations were required for effective 
numerical convergence, although a potential of half this magnitude would typically converge in 
about five or six. 
We next consider reconstruction of the potential from data (R+(k,)/T(k,)}. To compute 
a solution pair {u(x, t), V(x)} of OGP there are at least two natural ways one might proceed. For 
example, define the mapping F as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, F(V)(t) = u,(l, t; V) + u,(l, t; V) 
where u = u(x, t; V) denotes the solution of (2.19)-(2.21). The inverse scattering problem, or OGP, is 
then equivalent to the functional equation F(V) = g. Using the explicit form of the linearization 
DF(0) computed in the proof of Theorem 2.3, the following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 
2.3 and the proof of the inverse function theorem. 
Corollary 3.1. If I/ EZZ! is sujiciently small in L2 (0, 1) and F(V) = g, then the sequence {V”} 
generated by the iteration step 
Vn+l(x) = Vfl(x) + g(2x - 1) - F(V”)(2x - l), 
with V’(x) = 0, converges in L’(O, 1) to V. 
(3.2) 
The iteration step (3.2) is easily seen to be the same as 
V”+l = I/” - DF(O))‘(F(V’“) -g), (3.3) 
which is suggested also by the general form of Newton’s method 
V n+l = V” - DF(v”)-‘(F(P) -9). (3.4) 
Computing DF(V)- ’ amounts to solving a second kind Fredholm integral equation, with a kernel 
depending on V. It may be complicated to obtain this kernel, and in any case we have no argument, 
and indeed do not expect, that the solution of this integral equation is always unique. Thus we will 
not pursue any further the possible use of (3.4). 
It is also not hard to check that (3.2) is equivalent to solving (2.26) iteratively in the form 
s 
1 
v-+1(X) = g(2x - 1) - Vn(s)u(s, 2x - s; Vn) ds. (3.5) 
X 
Comparing (3.2) and (3.5) we see that either one involves calculating the wavefield u(x, t; V) but 
(3.5) involves an extra integration, thus has a higher operation count and an extra possible source 
of discretization error. 
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An equally simple scheme, closely related to (3.1) can be derived by letting (2.22) be a fixed 
boundary condition instead of (2.20). Namely we define z = z(x, t; V) to be the solution of (2.19) 
(2.21) and (2.22), which is unique by well-known results about hyperbolic boundary value prob- 
lems. The potential I/ is then a fixed point of the mapping I/ H (d/dx)z(x, x; V), and so a natural 
iteration step is 
p+‘(x) =Lz(x,x; I/q. (3.6) 
One can also check that (3.6) is equivalent to 
s 1 Vn+l(x) = g(2x + 1) - V(s)z(s, 2x - s; V) ds. (3.7) X 
We have found that (3.6) tends to converge for a larger range of potentials than (3.2) does. We can 
“explain” this by the observation that the wavefield z( . , . ; V) is more strongly dependent on the 
potential I/ than u(. , . ; V) is. Thus for a given approximation to I/, the corresponding wavefield 
u will tend to be closer to the correct one than w will, hence the update to I/ will tend to be more 
accurate. As a theoretical matter, one can again prove that for sufficiently small potentials the 
sequence generated by (3.6) converges to the correct answer, but we still cannot expect a global 
convergence result because of the nonuniqueness mentioned earlier. For reasonably small poten- 
tials there is virtually no difference between (3.2) and (3.6). 
An example of potential reconstruction using (3.6) is given in Fig. 2. This potential has a single 
bound state with energy E E - 0.56. We chose kj = jrc, j = 0, 1, . . . , so that g is given directly as 
a Fourier series. In carrying out each step of (3.6) it is necessary to solve the Goursat problem (2.19) 
(2.21) and (2.22), and again this is easily done using a standard finite difference scheme on a grid 
that uses characteristic coordinates. If the grid spacing is taken to be equal in both of these 
orthogonal directions then a second-order accurate, numerically stable scheme results. 
Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 4 
/$+) hV(X) AV(X) 
0 x 
0 
5 
0 
X 
-l- -l- -l- 
-2- -2- -2- 
1 \ ’ 
-3- ,’ 
-3- -3’ 
Fig. 2. These figures show the actual potential V(x) (dashed curve) and iterations 1, 2 and 4. The latter corresponds to 
effective numerical convergence of the scheme for the given parameters. The data R, (kj)/T(kj) was measured at the 
frequency values kj = jx for 0 <j < 25. The potential has a single bound state with energy z - 0.56. Starting value was 
vo = 0. 
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The results of Theorem 2.3 raise further questions: What is the largest possible %’ for which the 
theorem holds? Are there other mechanisms for nonuniqueness besides the one given in the proof? 
Given data for which multiple solutions exist, is one solution or the other consistently preferred by 
the iteration schemes (3.2) or (3.6)? Some insight into the answers to these questions (if not actual 
proofs) can be had by observing the behavior of the algorithms (3.2) or (3.6) for different choices of 
scattering data. In all of the following discussion, the solutions we compute are actually obtained 
using (3.6), since as observed earlier, this tends to converge for a larger range of potentials than (3.2). 
Consider, for example, the square well potential, V,(x) = - d for 0 < x < 1 and V,(X) = 0 
outside of this region. If d < x2 then there is a single bound state; for (n - l)‘rc’ < d 6 n2n2 there 
are exactly y1 bound states. The scattering data R + /T is easily computed analytically in this case. 
We applied the algorithm (3.6) to the scattering data arising from various values of well depth 
representing the range 0 < d < 100. The computed solutions appeared to depend continuously on 
the parameter d, but may be different from V,. 
For d sufficiently small the algorithm (3.6) reconstructs V,, as is guaranteed by Corollary 3.1 or 
rather its analogue for (3.6). For a value d = de-it M 4, we first see the algorithm producing a distinct 
solution V # V,. When we tried restarting the iteration scheme with other choices of initial guess, 
the same solution was always obtained, indicating that this new solution is a stable fixed point of 
(3.6) while the square well potential V, is not. 
This critical value of d may be thought of as a bifurcation point in a solution diagram (Fig. 3) 
representing all potentials V E & having the same scattering data R+ /T as the square well, as 
a function of well depth d. This new branch of solutions ri, emanating from the bifurcation point is 
- Reconstructed Potential 
Potential giving same data 
depth 
number of bound states 
Fig. 3. A schematic diagram to illustrate the behavior of the algorithm in the case of a square well potential and data 
R, /T. The actual solution reconstructed is shown in the solid line and other possible solutions are shown as dotted lines. 
The recovered potential rI bifurcates from the square well potential V, at around d = 4 and the branch r, from the 
potential W [ V,] at around d = 82. 
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the solution which is always found by the algorithm, at least for some range of values d > dcrit, and 
generic choices of initial guess. 
Recall now that the nonuniqueness assertion of Theorem 2.3 followed from the observation that 
if a potential I’ has a pair of bound states then by an explicit formula we can produce a second 
potential V * = B!(V,) having the same R+/T and the same support. Furthermore (again from [6, 
Theorem 3, p.1721, the two bound states of greatest energy have been removed, so that if I/ has 
y1 bounds states, I/ * has y1 - 2 of them. If d z dcrit the square well has only one bound state, and so 
does the second solution found by (3.6). Thus this nonuniqueness does not come about in the 
manner just described. On the other hand, if we take d > n2, which is the depth at which a second 
bound state appears, then the computed solution is precisely the one given by (2.44), namely V, 
with both of its bound states removed. Thus the branch r1 of solutions is a continuation to d < x2 
of the branch which we know to exist by analytical means for d > x2. If we take d > 97t2 then 
a third branch must exist, since we can remove either 1 or 2 pairs of bound states, and the new 
branch T2 connects to r1 at a bifurcation point corresponding to a well depth value d z 82. The 
branch r2 which for d > 4rK2 is V, with all four bound states removed (i.e., I/ = .%(,%(I/,))), is the 
preferred solution for the algorithm (3.6). 
Thus we see a clear pattern emerging, in which there must exist at least m branches of solutions 
for d > ((2~ - l)~)~, with the mth bifurcation taking place at certain critical value 
d < ((2m - 1)~)~. 
Whatever the value of d is, the algorithm (3.6) consistently prefers the solution with fewer bound 
states, whenever such a choice exists, and more generally tends to select the potential which is “least 
attractive”, that is, least negative in some average sense. This is clearly a feature of the particular 
iteration scheme, and not the inverse scattering problem itself. For example, if we tried to solve 
F(V) = g by the use of minimization techniques applied to the error functional 11 F( I’) - g 11 LL (~ i, i ), 
we could guarantee convergence to any particular solution I/ as long as DF( V) is nonsingular and 
the initial guess is close enough. 
4. Step-like potentials 
Consider now the case that the potential I/ EL” ([w) satisfies 
V(x) = 0, x < 0, V(x) = V,, x > 1, (4.1) 
where V0 is a constant. The inverse scattering problem for more general potentials with distinct 
limits at + cc is studied in [3, 5, lo]. 
It is first of all necessary to modify the definitions of the scattering data in a suitable way. The 
scattering solutions analogous to (1.2) satisfy, for k2 > V. in the case of $ + , 
i/p (x, k) = eikx + R_ (k)eeikx, x < 0 
= T_(k)e’““, x > 1, 
t,b+ (x, k) = T, (k)epikx, x < 0 
(4.2) 
=e -WW + R, (k)eiW)x, x > 1, 
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where 
B(k) = 
J’m, k2 2 V,, 
id-, k2 < I’,. 
The S-matrix is 
’ = S(k) =
T+(k) R+(k) 
R-(k) T_(k) > ’ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Note that the two transmission coefficients are unequal for V, # 0. Bound state energies and 
norming constants are defined as before, except that in (1.6)fi (x) - e-m as x -+ + cc. 
Precise statements of uniqueness results are a little more complicated in this situation, see [3, 5, 
lo] for details. Roughly speaking, if V. > 0 the potential may be determined from knowledge of 
either 
{R-(k):kaO}, {kj>j”=1, {pj)J=i 
or 
{R+(k): k > A}, {T-(k): 0 < k < J&I,, {Kj >;=I, 
(4.5) 
{Pj’~J=l. 
If V, < 0 one replaces V by V - V, and reverses the roles of + and - in an obvious way. 
We now consider again the possibility of reconstructing V using only S(k) for kE Iw. For 
definiteness, let us assume that V, > 0, the case V, < 0 actually being a little easier. Analogously to 
(2.9) and (2.10) we have 
T(k)(yl (1, k) - iky,(l, k)) = e-iB(k) + R+ (k)eieck), 
T(k)(y;(l, k) - iky;(l, k)) = iQ(k)( - e-i’(k) + R+ (k)eieck’) 
for k2 > V,. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
The value of V, itself is part of the definition of the S-matrix, since it is an endpoint of the 
domains of R + , T + , and so we assume it is known. However, it is also obtainable directly from R - , 
since an incident wave from the left is completely reflected for k < ,,I’?$, namely 1 R- (k) 1 = 1 for 
0 < k < A, but 1 R_ (k)l < 1 otherwise. Just as in the case V,, = 0 we may obtain the values of 
y2U,Q y#,k) for k > fi f rom the scattering data. In particular, if we have available the data 
(R + (kj), T+ (kj)},“, 1 for a sequence kj satisfying 
d- V~<k,<k, < ..., lim(kj-jrr)=O j+az (4.9) 
then the Cauchy data (M(1, t), M,(l, t)} is still uniquely determined on [ - 1, l] and consequently 
the potential V may be found as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We emphasize that the restriction 
k,, > fi does not cause any difficulties with the fact of uniqueness, but it may affect the stability 
of the reconstruction process in a significant way, if V,, is large enough. This point is discussed in 
more detail below. 
The generalization of Theorem 2.3 to the case V, > 0 is rather less straightforward. We assume 
that the data {R+ (kj)/T+ (kj)}j”=, is g iven for a sequence kj satisfying (4.9). Let us define the special 
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solutions yl, y2 as in (2.2) except for clarity we now explicitly indicate their functional dependence 
on V, i.e., y1 = y, (x, k; V), y2 = y2(x, k; V). Similarly, we write L = L(x, t; V). M = M(x, t; V) for 
the solutions of (2.4))(2.7). 
If we repeat the calculations leading to (2.27) we find in this case the identity 
R+(k) 2i(j(k)eie(k) ~ = 
T+ (k) Y; (1, k VI + k0(k)y2(l, k; v) + iCo(k (1, k; V) - k&(1, k; VI. 
(4.10) 
Adding and subtracting the terms k2y2(l, k; V) and ky, (1, k; V), and substituting the representa- 
tions (2.3) as before, we obtain in place of (2.23) the equations 
s 1 R+(k) g(t; V)e-ik’ dt = 2(k - /3(k))(ky2(l, k; V) - iy, (1, k; V)) + 4i0(k)eieCk’---- T+(k)’ (4.11) -1 
where 
.4@; V) = %(A t; v + 4(1, t; V) (4.12) 
and u(x, t; V) = L(x, t; V) + M(x, t; V) satisfies (2.19)-(2.22). 
In comparison with the V, = 0 case we see that the boundary data g in (2.22) is no longer 
obtainable directly from the scattering data. Thus it will be necessary to modify the iteration 
scheme to produce a sequence of approximations to g as well as I/. Furthermore, we still have the 
problem of “missing modes”. 
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is still valid in this situation, to the extent that we can show that 
a sufficiently small V is uniquely determined by g, i.e., we may regard I/ = 9 (g). Solving for a small 
V is thus equivalent to solving for g, and by the same token we may regard (4.11) as an equation for 
g. That is we rewrite it as 
s 1 g(t)epik’ -1 dt = 2(k - o(k))(ky,(l, k; P(g)) - iy,(l, k; P(g))) + 4iH(k)eieck)z. + 
(4.13) 
This in turn represents a nonlinear operator equation 
9 = B(g) + 1 (4.14) 
with components taken in a trigonometric basis. If V0 is not too large, the operator I - B appears 
as a small perturbation of the identity, suggesting an iteration scheme 
B ?lfl = B(g”) + r (4.15) 
with the corresponding potential V” being computed at each step. 
Here is a precise algorithm. It is supposed that the available data is {R + (kj)/ T + (kj) >,p”_ 0 3 and 
we assume that the value of V, is either known a priori or else determined from R_ as described 
earlier. Let V”(x) = I/,x be the initial guess for the potential, and then for n = 0, 1, . . . until 
satisfied repeat the following four steps. 
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Potential 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
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Recovery Algorithm 
Compute the solutions y, (x, k; Vn) and yZ(x, k; V”) to the initial value problems (2.2) for 
k=kj,j=l,..., N. 
Solve the resulting moment problem (4.11) with V = I/” on the right-hand side to obtain 
s”(t). 
Solve (2.19), (2.21) and (2.22) with I/ = V” and g = g” to obtain a wavefield zP(x, t). 
Update I/ using (2.20), that is V”+‘(x) = (d/dx)u”(x, x). 
Steps 1 and 4 are straightforward, and the computation of the wavefield u” in step 3 is done by 
finite difference approximation as in the V, = 0 case. We need to make some more remarks about 
step 2. 
Numerical solution of the moment problem (4.11) may be seriously complicated by the condition 
that V, > 0. The degree of difficulty depends almost entirely on the type of information that 
“occurs naturally” in the data. Thus if V, = 0 then we have complete information on all the Fourier 
modes of the boundary values simply by sampling at the points kj = j7c; if 0 < V0 < 7c2 then only 
the lowest cosine mode is not obtained directly; if n2 < V, < 47c2 then the modes corresponding to 
j = 0, 1 are not directly accessible for the cosine series and similarly for the first sine mode, etc. 
These missing modes must be compensated for using other values of kj > &. 
The effect of this is that if we substitute a finite Fourier series expansion 
g(t) = 2 + 5 ( at cosl7tt + bl sin lnt) 
1=1 
into (4.11), the resulting coefficient matrix may be highly ill-conditioned. If one has complete 
freedom to choose the frequencies kj, subject only to the restriction kj > fi, we should choose 
kj =jn for j >jo, where j, is the smallest integer not less than &/~r, and the remaining 
j, frequencies as small, but as evenly spaced as possible (contradictory requirements), in order to 
have optimal conditioning. 
Nevertheless, condition numbers in such cases may still be unacceptably high and the use of 
regularization based on the singular value decomposition of the coefficient matrix may be 
advisable. Oversampling is also possible and a least squares fit made to obtain the lower modes not 
directly attainable from the Fourier inversion formula. If there is any question of accuracy of the 
data then alternative (non-Fourier) methods may be more successful and some regularization 
scheme would be essential. 
In actual practice we would use a Fourier approximation with more terms than the ones present 
in the data. If the highest frequency in the data was k = kN then we compute the Fourier coefficients 
for = kN < 1~ k,,, corresponding to an approximation of the actual potential (in practice, 
I/ = V, x). What we are in essence saying here is the following: A unique recovery of the potential 
requires a measurement of an infinite set of data values. In our situation we are sampling at a finite 
number of frequencies and this allows us to reconstruct the data g(t) as a finite Fourier series. The 
normal situation would be simply to assume that the higher modes, j > kN are zero. Because the 
decay of the Fourier modes may be too slow an alternative approach is to use high frequency 
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(k > kN) information corresponding to a known “close potential”. Use of this augmented “data” 
resulted in, at least for large V,, a superior reconstruction of the potential. 
Examples of the recovery of potentials using this scheme are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 
In Fig. 4 the important features are the fact that the scheme converges extremely rapidly; the 
second iteration is at the scale of this figure indistinguishable from all successive ones and in fact 
convergence of the scheme occurred by the third iteration. Also, the discontinuities in the recovered 
potential are present at the first iteration. We used the initial approximation I/ = 5x and in this 
case we see from (3.5) that the first approximation depends only on g(t) while successive iterates 
Actual V Iteration 1 Iteration 2 
V(x) 
6 
Fig. 4. The figure on the left shows the actual potential V(x). Data consisted of 30 values of R, (k)/T(k) for 3 < k < 25. 
The center figure shows the reconstruction after a single iteration of the scheme with initial guess V” = 0. That on the 
right shows the second iterate V’(x). 
Iteration 1 Iteration 5 
25 
Iteration 10 
Fig. 5. These show, from left to right, the reconstructions V ‘, V5 and V lo. Effective numerical convergence was obtained 
after about 20 iterations and in this case the reconstructed V is, at this scale, indistinguishable from the actual potential 
shown as the dotted curve. Data consisted of values of R + (k)/T(k); k = jr for 2 <j < 10, and a further 5 values in the 
range 5 < k < 8. 
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only add smooth perturbations to I/ ‘. This phenomenon was also noted when a similar approach 
was taken in the recovery of the potential from spectral data [14]. 
In Fig. 5 the actual potential is considerable larger (V, = 20), and the result is a considerably 
reduced convergence rate; about 20 iterations were required before effective numerical convergence 
was obtained although the reconstruction was already very good by the tenth iteration. In fact the 
rate of convergence of this particular scheme slows with increasing size, or more exactly, variation 
of the potential. For V(x)‘s exceeding twenty or so this scheme would often fail to converge, but for 
continuous potentials that are nearly linear we have managed to perform good reconstructions 
when V0 = 100. However, convergence of the scheme would then take almost a hundred iterations 
before settling down to within the round off error of the direct solvers. As a comparison, the case of 
potentials in the range 0 < V(x) < 5 would rarely require more than a few iterations of the scheme 
as we illustrated in Fig. 4. 
Finally, we remark that there are other possible iteration schemes. For example, we can rewrite 
(4.13) using the representations (2.3) and integrations by parts to obtain 
s 1 M,(l, t; V)cosktdt = r~(k, V) -; s 1 L,(l, t; V)cosktdt, 0 0 
s 
1 
M,(l, t; V)sinktdt = /?(k, V) - f 
s 
1 
L,(l, t; V)sinktdt, 
0 0 
(4.16) 
where 
cw(k, V) = Re 2ikeietk’ $-$J)+k(i-l)sink+G(l-$)cosk, 
(4.17) 
/?(k, V) = - Im 
( 
2i~(k)ei’iki~ 
> 
- 
+ 
+(O-_)cosk+i t- 1 sink, 
( > 
with V = iAV(s)ds. The above suggests that we try the iteration scheme 
s 
1 
gl(t; V"+l)coskjt dt = a(kj; If”), 
0 
s 1 gz(t; V”+‘)sinkjt dt = b(kj; V”), 0 
where 
Sl(C VI = M,U, t; V), g2@; V) = M,(L t; VI, 
a(k; V) = a(k; V) - f 
s 
1 
L,(l, t; V) cos ktdt, 
0 
b(k; V)= P(k; V)-; 
s 
1 
L,(l, t; V)sinktdt. 
0 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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To update the current value I/” for V(x) we must first solve the Goursat problem (2.4) and (2.5) for 
L(x, t; Vn). From (4.17) and (4.19) we obtain the functions a(k; Vn) and b(k, Vn) after computing 
the value of V” = skV”(s) ds. Eqs. (4.18) are then solved to give the corresponding values of M,(l, t) 
and M,(l, t) for - 1 < t < 1. This forms Cauchy data for the hyperbolic equation (2.13) and we 
can use this to obtain the solution M(x, t; I/“) in the triangular domain D. The condition (2.7) is 
then used to update the values of I/. 
Generally speaking we have found that this algorithm does not converge for as wide a range of 
potentials as the one discussed earlier. 
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